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McGovern sees ’uphill’ campaign battle
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By Jeff Barbosa
and Jennifer Koss
George McGovern made a commitment to the American people he vowed to state his views bluntly and
honestly.
McGovern made these remarks in an interview at
SJSU prior to his scheduled appearance in Business
Classroom 14 yesterday.
"About all I can offer the voters at this point, is the
historical perspective that comes, not only from long
years in public life, but also from a lifetime of study of
American history," he said. "Plus a commitment to say
exactly what I think about the issues. I’m not going to try
to con anybody or sugar coat the issues."
When McGovern announced his candidacy for the
1972 presidential race in January, 1971, he set a precedent.
It was the first time in American history that anyone
had announced his candidacy that far ahead of the elections.
Much has changed since then.
One change is the propensity today’s politicians have
to campaign for the next election almost before the present one is over.
McGovern said he sees no way to control that.
"There’s no way, in a democracy, you can keep the
politicians from speaking for four years nonstop."
McGovern announced his 1984 candidacy in September, 1983. Indicative of the change in attitudes regarding
campaigns, is the fact that McGovern was questioned on
the reason he had waited so long.
"I think it’s fair to say that Mondale and some of the
others have been campaigning ever since we counted the

votes in 1980," he said.
What made him decide to run in 1984?
"There were a good many thousands of people
across the country urging me to run there have been
ever since ’72. I was under great pressure to run again in
’76 after all the Nixon people went to jail and again in
1980. But I resisted on the grounds that I was a prominent
member of the Senate and I had a good forum there
where !could speak out.
"Also it would have been difficult for me to run in
1980 with Senator Kennedy in the picture and with Carter
in the White House.
"But this time, with Reagan as the alternative and
with no other alternative forum that I thought was commensurate of what I wanted to say, it seemed the best
thing I could do, win or lose, was to get into that presidential forum and make my views known.
"I think there is a chance to win but I recognize it’s
uphill."
McGovern said he doesn’t have the time to develop a
campaign at the precinct level, similar to his 1972 attempt. He said, however, that his campaign will develop
statewide and local steering committees to support his
candidacy.
"It’s the only way I know how to campaign, to go
directly to the voters and into as many communities as I
can," McGovern said. "There is no part of this country
that I didn’t cover in 1971-72. I’ve been in half the living
rooms in California and a good share of the backyards,"
he said.
Although many people see McGovern as a long shot,
he said his chance of capturing the Democratic nomination is as good as in 1972.

’I think it’s fair to say
that Mondale and some
of the others have been
campaigning ever since
we counted the votes in
1980’
George McGovern
"At this stage, before the 1972 nomination victory. I
was at 4% in the public opinion polls. I was pleased to
learn that this time, almost immediately after announcing, I had moved to 10%," he said.
The presidential candidacy of Senator Gary Hart. D Colorado, kept McGovern out of the race in the early
going because he did not want to run against his former
campaign manager.
McGovern said he had "great personal affection" for
Hart and entered the race only after it became apparent
Hart’s campaign had not gathered steam.
The former South Dakota senator said he would consider asking a woman to join him on the ticket.
"I think the time has come for the Democratic Party
to give women a shot at the vice presidency or presicontinued on page 8

George McGovern
. . .presidential hopeful

A.S. approves funds

Socialist decries Grenada invasion for Marching band
Stokely Carmichael rips
American ’imperialism,

J. Dean MeCtioskt,
Stokely Carmichael speaks to an
audience of about 200 in the Amphitheatre. Carmichael said yes -

terday that the U.S. invasion of
Grenada was designed to stop the
"positive" foue of socialism.

By Gail Taylor
Self-proclaimed revolutionary and socialist Stokely
Carmichael, otherwise known as Kwame Ture, denounced American imperialism yesterday in front of a
crowd of about 200 people in the Amphitheatre.
Carmichael was interupted several times by audience applause as he explained that the "basis of change"
is conflict, the conflict between opposing forces, which he
said exists even in the laws of society.
"In the laws of society, we can find negative and
positive characteristics," Carmichael said.
By way of his speech. Carmichael explained that imperialism represented negative forces and socialism represented positive forces.
He said, for example, that a few years ago, Grenada
was dominated by negative forces and the people were
oppressed. Then a new political force. The New Jewel
movement, led by the late Maurice Bishop, arrived and
overthrew the negative forces, bringing in dominant positive forces ( socialism ), Carmichael said.
Now, he blames the U.S. for trying to take the situation in Grenada back to the negative.
"Today. U.S. imperialism, understanding that
could not allow for the flourishing of these positive forces,
flagrantly invaded the sovereign territory of Grenada to
switch it back and make it negative," he said.
Carmichael said U.S. imperialism has consistently
been a negative force and even was created in a negative
sense.
He also blames imperialism for taking away land
from the Indians and bringing slaves from Africa.
He said imperialistic forces are trying to impose on
people everywhere and people must stop responding to
this capitalist imperialism.
Carmichael said imperialism has invaded Nicagura,
and El Salvador, as well, without any justification. He
said the only reason why the U.S. has invaded Grenada is
due to the fact that Grenada is building socialism.
Carmichael stated, however, that there is no question
as to whether negative imperialistic forces will begin to
dominate again, he said the positive socialistic forces will
overcome.
continued on page 8

By Ken Leiser
The Associated Students board
of directors approved funding to 12
campus groups this week.
Seventeen groups submitted requests for Special Allocations for the
$10,122 made available by A.S. to
campus organizations.
Five groups were denied funding by the board.
"I think the ones that didn’t get
money understand why," said Michael Schneider, A.S. controller.
He said one reason the groups
were denied funding was that they
were already budgeted, making
them low -priority allocations.
Schneider said other groups
handed in requests that did not
clearly specify how the funds were
to be spent.
The Spartan Marching Band re-

ceived the $3,457 it asked for to buy
instruments. They requested the
money to purchase two sousaphones
to replace the ones they now have.
Earlier in the semester, the SJSU
Alumni Association bought two sousaphones and urged the group to go
to AS. and request money for two
more.
Other groups who received
more than $700 were the Independent Weekly, $2,000; the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronauts, $1,000; Tau Delta Phi. $935:
and MEChA, $700.
The A.S. board unanimously approved the funding for the troubled
Weekly.
The campus newspaper, which
is nearly $7,000 in debt, was given
$2.(m )0 of the $7,000 it requested.
continued on page 8

By Jeff Barbosa
The Associated Students board
of directors voted Wednesday to appropriate $1,000 to the SJSU chapter
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for the
AIAA’s "get away special" project.
A "get away special" is a small
self-contained payload designed and
produced to execute various experiments in outer space.
The AIAA is hoping to place the
payload on a NASA space shuttle in
June, According to Rich Pingrey,
director of the project.
The money will allow the AIAA
to "sustain lines of communication"
with NASA’s Goddard Space Flight

Center in Greenbelt. Md., Pmgrey
said.
The AIAA appeared before the
A.S. Special Allocations committee
on Monday and requested $6,278.
The committee voted 8-2-2 to appropriate $1,000 to the aeronautics
chapter. and although the amount
allocated was far below the total requested, Pingrey said the money
will be helpful.
The A.S. allocated $750 for publicity and $250 for video and slide
footage costs, Pingrey said.
The AIAA receives information
on shuttle flights and "get away special" projects from the Goddard
continued on pages

Bulimarexia: more than a desire to keep weight down
By Jennifer Koss
Media coverage in the last three or four
years has resulted in increased awareness of
eating
disorder known as bulimarexia. said
an
SJSU counselor Ray Schumacher.
Bulimarexia refers to a binge-purge habit.
This means uncontrolled eating, or bulemia,
accompanied by vomiting to get rid of the food
that is eaten.
It was traditionally associated with athletes and models, Schumacher said. But concern over weight, propagated by the fashion
industry, has enlarged the scope of the binge’
purge cycle to include the average college-age
woman.
The exact number of women affected is
unknown, Schumacher said, but recent studies
in& ?at 10 to 30 percent.
He expressed suspicion of the 30 percent
figure, calculating it as probably closer to 15
percent.
"But there is nowhere near that percentage at San Jose State," he said.

Schumacher said he is currently counseling three bulimarexics, and those seen by
other counselors bring the total number to
about 10.
He has done group counseling in previous
semesters but is not seeing enough bulimarexics this semester to warrant that, though "I
doubt it’s becoming less" (of a problem), he
said.
Some people may not be seeking help or
some may be finding help outside the university.
Bulimarexia involves more than an intense desire to keep weight down. Schumacher
said.
"There are various personality variables
that seem to he related to it," he said.
People inclined to be bulimarexic are
"fairly guilt -prone, not sufficiently assertive
or they may have trouble controlling other
things and this is one area in which ihey are
able to exercise some control," Schumacher
said.

Perfectionism can also contribute to an
inclination to binge-purge.
if you’re a
"If you’re perfectionistic
pound over what you think the weight should
you feel bad and it can actually set off
be
this thing," he said.
The binge part of the binge-purge cycle
has been "a bit over-dramatized," Schumacher said.
He said some women define a binge on
rather small quantities of food.
"There are cases where a woman can eat
a normal meal and have a dessert that’s a
little bit too big in her mind and then decide to
purge the whole thing."
There are a number of physical effects of
bulmarexia, but "the most immediate damage likely is damage to tooth enamel," he said.
This is because teeth are consistently exposed to stomach acids in prolonged and
heavy purging.
Dr. Bonnie Neel, of student health serv-

ices, treats the medical symptoms ot bulimarexics.
The most dangerous aspect of the disorder
is "abnormal body levels of salts." she said.
If the potassium level becomes too low,
the heart stops. Neel said. Stomach and esophagus ruptures can also occur.
Patients have died from bulimarexia, she
said.
Curing bulimarexics is a "difficult, real
complicated problem." she said. "I, personally, think some of the most positive success
has been with antidepressants."
The disorder remains a mystery, but Neel
agreed with Schumacher that self-image is
involved.
"The key thing at this point is the self
esteem," Schumacher said. "Without exception, every woman I know who’s doing this
feels terrible about herself, is very guilty."
Recovery is a slow process of gradually
continued on page
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Sex Makes Uninteresting ads Tempting
The things some people will do to sell something.
It’s beyond my belief how these people can sell their
ethics for a few inches of advertisement in a magazine
or newspaper.
It Is not necessary in a newspaper.
But a lot of advertisers seem to think it is. National
advertising of items such as cigarettes, alcohol and au -

Pat Sangimino
Staff Writer

tomobiles are just sopping with sexual connotations.
Can someone please tell me why is is necessary for a
big-chested blonde woman in a bathing suit to stand in
front of car? Can’t these people sell their car without the
use of such cheap tactics?
Advertisers also have tactics of sublimination to
affect the consumer. Some of these ways are illegal.
Often times magazines will publish alcohol advertisments with a glass of the product. Ice cubes are drawn
in the glass and in the ice cubes are images of naked
women and other sexual scenes.
I also seem to remember an ad for "More" cigarettes. In the ad there was of course a beautiful
blonde woman and two packs of "More" cigarettes
overlapping each other. If you looked really hard, the
way the two packs were arranged made them spell out
the phrase "More love." Pretty tricky, huh?
Subliminal advertising has been banned from film
ever since the infamous "Coca-Cola" incident when advertisers for the soft drink flashed a quick picture of an
icy Coke at a drive-in movie. Not surprisingly, several
people watching the movie went to the snack bar and
bought a Coke. This tactic was proven illegal by the

Supreme Court because it was subconsciously controlling the people.
This type of advertising is not only limited to national magazines and newspapers. No paper is exempt
not even the
from this mild form of brainwashing
Spartan Daily.
A Coors beer advertisement in the Oct. 27 issue of
the paper is too blatant to be even considered subliminal.
The ad pictures another well-figured blonde in a
bathing suit, sitting on the stem of a bottle of Coors. It
looks like half of her butt is inside the bottle and if that
is not bad enough there is an image of a phalic symbol
provocatively positioned next to her rear end . . . well,
you get the idea.
I drink Coors because I like the taste, and although I
am not really offended by the picture (as a matter of
fact, I prefer it to the blown up picture of our beloved
Coors representative), but just the fact that someone is
trying to make me drink Coors by playing with my mind
is upsetting.
There have been other cases of trashy advertising in
the Daily and, unfortunately, they have also found their
way into the news.
Sex is a big attention grabber, but it’s not necessary
to lead the reader on with visions of erotic thoughts to
get them to open the paper. In the same Oct. 27 issue of
the Daily, a headline going across the front page
trapped the reader into looking to a story.
The headline read "Drummers ’beat off.’ see Entertainer." What would you think? To me. by running this
headline, the editor was saying this is not a very good
story, but we want you to at least look at it.
I’ll be the first to admit that a catchy headline is
important to a story, but let’s keep the sex part out of it.
Let the story sink or swim on its own. If it is good
enough. people will read it, but if not . .. it doesn’t
belong in the paper anyway.
There is enough sex on television today and I realize
that all the newsprint is trying to do is keep up with the
electronic media, but let’s show a little more taste.

Eric Hermsted
Staff Writer

two tickets in the last five years I only deserved ono,
and my last one was more than six months ago.
However, I drive by the "basic speed law" in the
drivers’ handbook, never drive faster than it’s safe),
and not by the federally mardated snails pace.
This 10-year-old law is misrepresented by a series of
figures that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and other anti -decent speed clowns use to
prove any point they want to, except that the double
nickel isn’t doing anything constructive.
The 55 mph law was enacted by those of infinite
wisdom in Washington, D.C. for two reasons: To conserve fuel and to save lives.
It does neither.
Fuel consumption is reduced by a lower cruising
speed, except in the big trucks who have to use a lower,
more inefficient gear. However, the newer, more aerodynamic cars of today get better mileage at Oomph than
the older luxury boats get at 55 mph.
So, while the 55 started out as a slow-down response
to the first Arab oil embargo, experts estimated the
"best -case" fuel savings were only about 3 percent be-

cause of the speed limit.
This miniscule 3 percent could be saved if every
driver made sure their tires were properly inflated.
Fuel economy is mostly dependent on the car’s aerodynamic design, not the speed at which it travels.
Supporters of the limit switched tactics, and started
counting bodies.
In 1973. the year previous to the new limit, there
were 54,052 traffic fatalities, and after the first year of
the law, there were only 45,196.
However, the changes between 1973 and 1974 were
more than just the 55 limit. The fuel shortage caused a
reduction in miles driven, more government -required
safety equipment was added, reconstruction and repair
of the highways continued, making them safer. and traffic-law enforcement nearly doubled, based on the number of tickets written.
Experts and officials from government agencies
and various universities started turning in figures estimating how many of the 8,856 reduction of fatalities
could be attributed to the new speed limit.
The lowest estimate was one-fourth of the decline,
but predictably, the NHTSA estimated that 4,500,
(higher than any other estimate), was directly reduced
by the 55. In true bureaucratic form, the agency raised
the figure to 6,000 and finally settled that 7,532 lives were
saved.
Later, people inside the NHTSA admitted that it was
a "maximum possible" figure. Their final figure, so far,
is two or three times larger than any of the independent
estimates. Guess who’s jobs are on the line?
The government keeps a statistic for deaths per 100
million vehicle miles. In 1973, the figure was 4.12, while
in 1974, the figure fell to 3.53. However, the figure
dropped again in 1975, Ito 3.35), but there was no new
speed limit to credit. This figure has been declining
since 1925, when the amount was 18.2, when the figure
was first followed.
The decline of this figure, the only logical body
count to be considered, can be attributed to the increase

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

A.S. board plays petty games
Editor:
It would be a pleasure if the Associated Students
board of directors would quit acting like spoiled children
and get down to the SERIOUS business of government,
if that’s at all possible.
I am specifically referring to the board’s childish
act of freezing the Daily’s funds. The reason for this
ridiculous action is simply because the Daily won’t print
the words: Partially funded by the Associated Students.
What baloney’
If the members of the board would look closely,
each day the paper prints a box that states, ". . . on
campus delivery paid for by the Associated Students at
50 cents per participating enrolled student. . ."
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The Forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’
comments on any topic. The viewpioints expressed in opinion
articles are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the Spartan Daily.

said 55 saves lives?

Today’s speed limit who
1 break the law every day.
No, I don’t murder, pillage, or whatever, but I refuse to obey the silly law known as the 55 mile-per-hour
National Maximum Speed Limit.
I know what you’re thinking, here goes some speedfreak who is mad about his extensive ticket collection.
That’s not the case here, I’ve only been presented with

"YOU VJILL EACH TAKE TEN PACES TURN... AND

I didn’t know until now how infantile a group of
supposedly intelligent adults can act. This board is setting new limits on pettiness. Perhaps its motive is to
gain a foothold to attempt to dictate editorial policy.
The board should quit throwing its temper tantrums
and get down to the real business of government.
Alicia Tippetts
Journalism
senior

Editor:
Shame on the staff member who wrote the snide corn -

by Berke Breathed
56E
-THAT’S
JUST
HIM

Also interesting is that as unemployment rises.
highway deaths decrease.
C&D said that they got the figures from the NHTSA.
which doesn’t seem to want to release the figures.
The uninformed public seems to back the double
nickel. A 1982 Gallup poll showed 76 percent in favor,
and 29 percent admitted getting caught speeding.
How would the public feel if the government released all of its findings?
Traffic experts say the average speed is not what’s
dangerous, but the variation in speed between the cars
makes the difference. The now-famous Solomon study
said the accident rate is about the same, no matter what
the average speed is.
Probably the best reason for ending the 55 was presented by Charles A. Lace, chairman of the Economics
Department at the University of California, Irvine. He
calculated that it "costs 102 man-years of wasted time
save one life" with the 55.
Pure speed doesn’t cause car accidents. It combines
with alcohol (about 50 percent of all fatal accidents involve alcohol), drugs, mental or physical disabilities,
junk cars, poor weather, and suicidal instincts, (some
experts say up to 15 percent of fatal crashes may be
suicides).
I think it’s up to the states to decide what speeds
their highways can handle. If the government wants to
get involved, have them push efficent cars, not speed
laws.

ment following a letter to the editor (Oct. 31). Such an
abuse of editorial power is unprofessional. Also, it’s
rotten manners. Worse, that kind of carping only serves
to discourage people from expressing their ideas in
print.
Murray Suid
Journalism & Mass Communications
instructor

Talkman
Will you use the automated
teller machines that will be
installed at SJSU next
semester?
Asked in front of of Clark Library,
Yes, I think so. I think
it’s a great idea because
I’m always needing cash at
night or on the weekends.
and I can’t always make it
to the bank on time because of work. I would use
it a lot, at least once a
week. I always seem to
need money for the weekends.
Jess Jimenez
Industrial Technology
senior

don’t bank at any of
those banks, so I guess I
can’t use them,
Stefanie Fortson
English
senior

I don’t use them because I don’t have a bank
card. I would use them if I
had one. They’re more convenient.
Sandra Skoda
Film Making
senior

Sure. I would use it I
think it would be a lot easier to use it here than having to go out.
Edmundo Pandro
Undeclared
sophomore

Writer responds to comment

Daily’s abuse of comments
offends readers, writers

SW!

in the qu’ality and quantity of law enforcement, and
safer cars through the years, but not any speed limits.
The reason for fewer automobile fatalities can be
linked to drivers’ attitudes in times of recession. The
September 1982 issue of Car and Driver magazine said
that in years of serious economic recession there was a
reduction of highway fatalities. The Industrial Production Index and the traffic-death move up and down in
close relation, while there is no correlation in traffic
deaths and speed limits.

commeoce sHocrrihi&."

HEY/

Editor:
I’d like to thank you for the gratuitous lesson on
sentence construction that you so graciously bestowed
upon me in the Oct. 31 Daily. While I admit that my last
sentence lacked proper agreement, the rule to which
you refer has to do with the overuse of "loose or periodic" sentences, a construction oversight that is objectionable only if it does not represent "the relations of the
thought" in a way that avoids a succession of similar
sentences.
Perhaps you would have shown better judgment it
you had exercised your right to edit letters for "length.
grammar and libel," something which you didn’t hesitate to do with two clauses in my letter which you
changed to end in "for." It is reassuring to note that not
only does the Daily provide a forum for student opinion.
but also provides the kind of sentence advice and usage
correction that best befits an English instructor.
I.isa Griest
Languages
sophomore

Unless they have a Security Pacific installed, I
won’t be able to do any
kind of banking. A lot of
people bank with them, a
lot of students. It seems
pretty limited, so I guess
not. I’m kind of disappointed.
Angela Magana
Political Science
sophomore
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CIA gets Senate help
for Nicaragua battle

Early bird catches the word

The RepubliWASHINGTON (AP)
can -led Senate approved by voice vote
Thursday continued CIA support for rebels battling the leftist Sandinista government in Nicaragua.
Approval of the $19 million support bill
sets up tough negotiations within a HouseSenate conference committee over
whether the United States should back an
estimated 15,000 guerrillas supported by

I MIMS.
11.

the Reagan administration.
The House has twice voted to cut off
all aid for covert operations in Nicaragua.
The committee agreed to continue the
aid after receiving assurances from CIA
Director William Casey that the administration’s goal in Nicaragua is not to overthrow the government, but to discourage
the Sandinistas from instigating revolutions in other Central American countries.

Judge questions CIA
actions in Nicaragua
SAN FRANCISCO API A federal
judge Thursday ordered U.S. Attorney
General William French Smith to conduct
an investigation into CIA conduct which
allegedly violated the Neutrality Act with
"actions connected to paramilitary expeditions against Nicaragua. .."
The ruling came in a lawsuit filed by
U.S. Rep. Ronald Dellums, D-Calif. and
others.
U.S. District Judge Stanley Weigel
said that if French doesn’t make a deter-

Dance
to help
family

Leo Bevilaequa
Cindy Ono takes an early morning break on the steps of Dwight Bente! Hall. She is reading Thursday’s paper.

Poultry in Motion
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By Eric Hermstad
SJSU’s best and fastest drivers will have a chance
to prove their driving skills tomorrow and Sunday in
the 2nd Annual National Collegiate Driving Championships.
The first 200 people to signup each day will be able
to enter the competition, and the person with the best
time in the two day driving match will win a round trip
air transportation to Daytona Beach Florida to participate in the national finals. The person’s accomodaions also will be paid.
The semi-finalists from all of the 70 universities
and colleges that are vying nationwide will compete
April 6 for more than $20,000 in cash and prizes.
Participants, after contributing a $1 entrance fee,
will be able to to drive two laps around the track. The
irst lap will be for practice. The participants will be
trying to beat the clock and their best time will be
recorded.
The racing course will be a figure eight consisting
of barricades and traffic cones. The driver will have to
maneuver around these obstacles as fast as possible.

As a saki) percaution, the cars will be locked into
first gear.
The three top drivers nationwide will win the use
of a Dodge Daytona Turbo for a year. and will also win
scholarships of $5,000, $3,000, and $1,000 respectively.
The safe-driving championships are sanctioned
by and run under the auspices of the Sports Car Club
of America in cooperation with the Dodge Division of
Chrysler Corporation, who is supplying the sports
cars.
The National Safety Council also is involved in the
program.
They will be educating students in safe driving
techniques, the use of safety restraints, and the hazards of drinking alcoholic beverages and driving
under the influence of alcohol.
The driving championship is being sponsored by
the Inter-Fraternity Council.
The proceeds will go to Project Olympis, Mothers
Against Drunk Drivers, and the Santa Clara Valley
Burn Center at Valley Medical Center.
The event will run from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the
parking lot East of the Student Union.

In Washington, Justice Deparment
spokesman John Russell said "The U.S.
Attorney’s office in San Francisco is sending us the judge’s opinion and we will have
no comment until the Solicitor General’s
office and other officials here have a
chance to study it and decide whether we
will appeal the ruling."

OW.
CHARIOTS OF FIRE

A fund raising dance
will be held from 9 p.m. to 2
a.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Ballroom.
The 63 admission price
will be donated to the Gordon family, which suffers
from a hereditary heart
disease.

Weekend drive for dollars

mination within 90 days the attorney general must appoint a special prosecutor to
conduct the investigation.
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Five out of seven children in the family suffers
from a disease that causes
the heart muscles to deteriorate and stop funtioning.
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The family has already
lost one son, and another.
Derrick, is recuperating at
Stanford Medical Center
after a heart transplant.
The coalition raising
money for the Gordon family consists of students
from local colleges, business groups, sororities,
fraternities and churchs.
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Police blamed for prank on fraternity
SANTA BARBARA (AP) Authorities were investigating a report that security officers at the University of
California. Santa Barbara set off firecrackers and bottle
rockets near a fraternity house this week.
The alleged Tuesday night activities of the officers,
who were reported to be out of uniform, were the subject
of probes by both the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s
Department and the UC officials, spokesmen confirmed
Wednesday.
Residents of Phi Sigma Kappa were awakened
shortly before 4 a.m. Tuesday by loud noises coming from
the direction of the Isla Vista Foot Patrol office, fraternity member Brian Brandt, 21, said Wednesday. Isla
Vista is the small village-like community that adjoins the
campus.
Brandt, who is the Associated Students internal vice
president, said he and roommate Robijn Van Giesen went
to investigate. They found about 10 people, including
members of the Foot Patrol unit, normally staffed by
sheriff’s deputies and campus police officers, drinking

beer and setting off projectiles and other fireworks, he
said. The officers were out of uniform, Brandt said, and
one of them offered him a beer.
But the president of the fraternity chapter. Ken
Bassman, said the incident had been blown out of proportion and accused Brandt of using the episode to make "a
power play."
Bassman called the alleged conduct of the patrol officers "very unprofessional" but said they were just letting
off steam after working all night Halloween. About 5,000
revelers took part in Isla Vista street festivities that
night, sheriff’s deputies said.

THE N
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Bassman said a projectile allegedly set off by patrol
officers did not enter a bedroom where a fraternity memas Brandt asserted but struck the
ber was sleeping
building next to the window.
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Robert Kroes, associate vice chancellor for administrative services, said his office was investigating the cpi
sode.
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It’s official: Frasco instead of Carlson
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Frasco’s big 49er game earns him another start
By Pat Sangimino
At the beginning of the season, SJSU
head coach Jack Elway surprised a lot of
people by naming Jon Carlson his starting
quarterback over redshirt Bob Frasco.
Elway may have stunned a few more people this week when he named Frasco the
starter for Saturday’s contest at Utah State.
Frasco filled in for Carlson after the junior college transfer from Monterey Peninsula was injured the week before. Frasco responded by having a fine performance in
leading the Spartans to an 18-9 win over Cal
State Long Beach two weeks ago. His efforts
earned him co-Pacific Coast Athletic Associa.tion Offensive Player of the Week honors.
It was unfortunate that Carlson got
hurt," Elway said. "But Bob Frasco did well
against Long Beach a game that was very
important to us and he deserves another
chance to start based on that outing."
Frasco completed 20-of-34 passes for 243
yards and two touchdowns in his first major
college start.
"I wasn’t really sure if I would get another chance," Frasco said. "After the last
game I thought the job would be up in the air,
but Jon has had a lot of excellent games this
year."
Carlson is ranked ninth in the nation in
total offense, averaging 251.2 yards per
game. Despite leading the Spartans to four
victories, in the Spartans’ two losses to California and Cal State Fullerton, Carlson was
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"It’s tough to take," Carlson said ol Elway’s decision, "but Bob earned another
start according to coach Elway and I’m going
to have to accept my role and beat him out
again."
In six games Carlson had completed 118of-210 passes ( .562) for 1,530 yards with 10
interceptions and 10 touchdowns. He was the
third leading passer in the PCAA behind Randall Cunningham of Nevada -Las Vegas and
Kevin Sweeney from Fresno State.
"You can talk about slats until you’re
blue in the face," Carlson said, "but the bottom line is I’m out of a job."
In the 20-11 loss to Cal State Fullerton
three weeks ago, Carlson strained a tendon in
his right ankle.
He was unavailable for action against
Long Beach, but has been working out with
the team all week.
"I won’t say that it ( the ankle) is 100
percent," Carlson said. "But I’m more ready
to play than against Long Beach. It’s painful,
but not to the degree that I’m not competing
for the starting job."
Although it appears that Carlson possesses a stronger arm than Frasco, one reason for the change might be Frasco’s mobility. Against Long Beach, the junior from
Orange County was on the verge of being
sacked by a 49er defensive lineman.
Just as the pocket looked as though it was
collapsed, Frasco escaped to his right and

’I wasn’t really
sure I’d get another
chance. After the
last game I thought
the job would be up
in the air. .
Bob Frasco

Head coach Jack Elway announced that after
Bob Frasco’s performance against Cal State
Long Beach two weeks ago, he deserves
another start. At left, Erase() and Jon Carlson
get ready for Saturday’s game at Utah State.
In the Long Beach game, above, Frasco (14)
comes to the sidelines for advice from Elway,
left and Carlson.
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went down the side line for a 45-yard pick up
to set up a Spartan touchdown.
Since then Elway has added a couple of
variations to the offense, allowing for Frasco
to run the option play. However, Elway insists that the option play has been in the Spartan game plan all season.
"We’ve got the option in the playbook and
Carlson has run it before," Elway said, "but
we’ve never had the opportunity to use it in a
game."
Frasco said that he thought he was more
adapted to the option offense than Carlson.
"I think that the addition of the option in
the offense was the deciding factor," Frasco
said. "The offense can be more wide open
with the option."

Spartan Schedule

ormr

Toda
Field Hockey: The Lady Spartans will take on the
University of North Carolina in Philadelphia, Penn.
Women’s Golf: The Spartans, fresh off two victories
already this season, will compete in the Stanford Invitational Tourney,
Saturday, Nov. 5
Football: The Spartans face Utah State in a Pacific
Coast Athletic Association game.
Field Hockey: SJSU takes on West Chester College in
Philadelphia.
Fencing: The Spartans open the season with a dual
meet against USF in the men’s gym at 10 a.m.
Golf: The SJSU squad continues play in the Stanford
Invitational Tourney

NIM

Swimming: Jack Mutimer’s club opens the season
with an Alumni match in the Spartan Pool at 11 a .m
Sunday. Nov. 6
Soccer: The Spartans take on a tough UCLA squad in
Southern California.
Field Hockey: The Spartans close out their Eastern
swing with a match against Temple in Philadelphia.

FARMER’S
INSURANCE
IS LOOKING FOR
COLLEGE
GRADUATES
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PALO ALTO (API The official word
on Paul Wiggins job status will come soon
after the season ends, but the Stanford
football coach says, "I’m no dummy. I
know what’s going on."
His comment, as the team prepared
for Saturday’s Pacific -10 game at Southern Cal, indicated that he is prepared for
bad news. Athletic Director Andy Geiger
has talked with Wiggin about the future of
Stanford football and says an announcement about Wiggin’s future will be made
"as soon as possible after the season."
With three games remaining, the
Stanford Cardinal is 1-7 and sure of a third
straight losing season under Wiggin. He
has one year left on his five-year contract
as head coach.
"I know what Andy feels and I know
what the president of the college must

feel," Wiggin said.
The former Stanford football player
was head coach of the Kansas City Chiefs
for 21z years and served as an assistant
coach with several other NFL teams.
The 1983 Stanford team could finish
with the worst record since the 0-10 team
of 1960.
"I’m going at my job as hard as I always have. That’s the way I’ve always
done it. I haven’t cashed in, or anything
like that."
Wiggin is expected to start two freshmen in the offensive backfield in the USC
game. Fullback Marshall Dillard, who
saw his first college action last week, and
quarterback John Paye, who became a
starter several weeks ago, are the freshmen in the tentative lineup.

MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENINGS

t

Immediate Openings Available In
Foreign Medical School
All Instruction In English
I or int,irrnation and application call

DR. MANLEY (716) 832-0763,4382-2803
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Wednesday, Nov. 9
Volleyball: The Lady Spartans take on the Not ranked Hawaii Rainbows in a 7:30 match in the Women’s Gym.
Thursday, Nov. to
Wrestling: Wrestling gets under way with the annual
Blue-Gold match at 7.30 in the Spartan Gym

Stanford’s Paul Wiggin ready
, for the bad news, says ’I’m
no dummy’ after 1-7 start

Also: THE MASCOT
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Spring Egg Roll
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There Is NO Authority
EXCEPT By GOD!
(Romans 13- Hebrews 12)

WHO PULL THE STRINGS OF WORLD GOVERNMENTS
AS REVEALED BY GOD’S WORD?

Ii is the common belief and hope that each of our world governments are controlled or ruled by the
elected officials and that these are not corrupt This ’vision’ may be true of some of our ’elected’
officials’. but is it Irue of those who ’pull the strings of governments? Let’s see what God says
Daniel 11 14 15 describes the two most powerful ’governmental powers’ vying for world domination and
In so doing reveals who have been pulling the strings of government’ Daniel says "And in those times
there will be many who will stand up against the king of the south
"And the sons of the robbers belonging to your people wili, for their part, be carried along to try making
a vision come true and they will ha. to stumble And the king of the north will come and throw up a
Mace rampart and actually capture a city with fortifications And as for the arms of the south they will
not stand, neither the people of his picked ones, and there will be no power to keep standing
The ’sons of the robbers belonging to your people’. ’Daniel’s people, Sr. here seen to be ins position so
that they can try making a vision come true Since the ’end of the times’, (verse 13), that is. October
1982, these men have been trying to make their ’political vision’ of a man-made Kingdom of God come
true they have been stumbling and must accordtng to God’s Word
But who are these manipulators behind the scene of the Iwo great powers? God says they belong to
Daniel’s people Danml 1 6 says Daniel is of the sons of ’Judah ’God says the ’sons of the robbers are of
’Jewish stock ’ At this point we wish to make clear that neither the true God nor we are ’anti-Semitic or
’so-called o
racist’ Every race of mankind has both Its good’ and Its bad s men No doubt, thegra’nsodidcaado,
theIm
Includes men of every race What we are here concerned with is Identifying who the
’robbers is God says it is the ’corrupt Jews’ whose sons are the ’robbers’ Who are they seeking to rob
But
you
man
rob
God?
are
robbing
earthling
but both God and man Malachi 3 8, 9 says of the Jew "Will
And you have said In what way have we robbed you?"
In the tenth parts and In the contributions With the curse you ere cursing me, and me you are robbing
the nation in its entirety
How can this be? When we contribute to the church of our choice, are we not giving to God? Only If
those contributions are being expended in support of ’truth’. God s Wordti Not the ’corrupted words’
and schemes of the sons of the robbers’!
Paul into that these ’robbers’ were Jews and that they would take Oyer the ’Christian Congregation’ as
know that after my going away oppressive wolves will ante, in among
is disclosed at Acts 20 59. 30
you and will not treat the flock with tenderness, and from among you yourselves men will rise and Speak
twisted things to draw away the disciples after thernselves " (See also verses 22. 23) Al 2 Corinthians
11 5 and 22 Paul reveals that the ’superfine’, false apostles were of Hebrew stock and verse 24 reveals
that it was the ’Jew’ that opposed him These ’superfine apostles’ finally look over the early Christian
Congregation. no doubt by fabricating a fulfillment of Jesus’ prophecy regarding the ’sign of Ms
presence (Matthew 241 by having Jerusalem destroyed by the Romans in 70 C E
None of the Bible writers corroborate Jerusalem’s destruction In 70 C E as a fulfillment of Jesus’ words
but how else Could these ’superfine ’,poetise’ begin ruling as kings unless Jesus’ words had been
fulfilled? II Corinthians 4 8)
Presently. the ’sons of these robbers ere manipulating both the ’king of the south and the ’king of the
north so as to bring about the fulfillment of their ’vision’. not God’s Therefore, God’s Word shows us the
result of thee equitable arrangement to be a ’stumble’ (Daniel 11 17) Daniel 11 19 says And he will
turn his face back to the fortresses of his own land, and he will certainly stumble and lag and he mil not
be found’ We percents that this ’stumble is brought about by the Lord Jesus Christ bringing the great
tribulation’ (Ses Daniel t 1 20 and rnalechi 4 1-5) Following this the words of Malachi 3 4 will become
the
true ’And the gift offering of Judah end of Jerusalem will actually be gratifying to Jehovah as
days (along ago and as in the years of antiquity
wIll
with
your
gift
offering
Of
ituth
May you prove to be among those who
gratify Jehovah
and
..ghteousness’ so that God will not be robbed of your resources any morel"

Our Christian Love Always,

Christian Prophets of Jehovah, Inc.
P 0 80o 8302
San Jose, Calif

1408)995-5454
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Mustangs squeeze out late victory
By Luther Mitchell
In a close, dynamic, well -played tournament that was
originally scheduled for o4 holes, the SJSU women’s golf
team finished seventh in a twelve team heap in the third
annual Western Women’s Intercollegiate Golf Championships at the South Golf Course at Rancho Murieta Country
Club in Sacramento.
The Lady Spartans finished with 632 strokes. Most of
the attention, however, was centered around the waning
moments of play on the 18th hole, where fourth-ranked
Southern Methodist University squeezed by the Tulsa
Golden Hurricanes for the title. The exciting finish broke
a 600 deadlock.
A sudden death round wasn’t played because of darkness, and tournament judges were forced to review the
corresponding individual scores of both teams. The victory was not decided until the fifth position, where the
Mustangs’ Martha Foyer edged the Hurricanes’ Jody
Rosenthal 78-79.

The Spartans made it
back-to-back
losses
Wednesday night when
they dropped a Northern
Pacific Conference match
to Pacific in Stockton. The
Tigers overwhelmed SJSU
15-4 in games one and two,
and then quieted a Spartan
rally to seal the match with
a 15-13 win in the final
game.
"We never really got
going." SJSU coach Dick
Montgomery said. "They
( UOP) are a little more together than we are at this
point of the season."
The Tigers were together enough to win for
the 21st time this year.
Their only loss came to
No.2 Stanford.
"UOP played very
well," Montgomery said.
"They’re the kind of team
that makes you work very

hard. They don’t make a
lot of mistakes and they
force you to win points,
they don’t give anything
away."
The Spartans had a
hard time putting the ball
away against the talented
Pacific squad.
"We played side out
with them, but we couldn’t
score points," Montgomery said.
Outside hitter Julie
Maginot did most of the
damage for the Tigers. The
senior from Illinios had a
big night, collecting 14 kills
and a .500 hitting percentage. Lisa Ice led the Spartans with 13 kills.
Montgomery said he
didn’t think his team suffered a letdown against the
fourth- ranked Tigers.
"I don’t think we were
flat," Montgomery said.
"Actually, I thought we
were pretty excited abou’
the match, but we didn’
quite know how to use thi
feeling.
"We’re just not pulli4
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Nation’s best will tee off at Stanford

Tulsa coach Dale McNamara said that although her
team had not played in six weeks, she was pleased with
the performance.
"They played very well and very consistently," McNamara said.
Other finishers included USC ( third place, 613
strokes), Texas A&M 16191, Stanford ( 6191, Arizona State
( 626), United States International University and Indiana
636 ) . Texas Tech ( 645 ) , Hawaii 1672 ) . and Sacramento
State ( 690).
This was the third consecutive tournament in which a
red hot Ann Walsh led the Lady Spartans and finished
among the top 10. She shot a 75 and a 73 for a 148 total.
Rounding out the SJSU performances were Nancy Brown
( 160). Lisa Ipkendanz and Liz Chiarelli (162), and Lisa
Ferrante ( 170 ).
Walsh finished in a second place tie with the Mustangs’ Jamie De Weese. Tulsa’s Kim Gardner was the low
medalist with a 147 total.

Car

Souza, and Michigan Sectional champion for the LPGA
National Tournament Bobbi Kokx.
According to Minnesota coach Ann Zahn, playing
against TCU, Tulsa and SMU will be good competition.
"I think it will be interesting for the team," Zahn
said. "Our philosophy is one where we want to try to do
the best we can. When you play in a tournament you have
to play the golf course, and that’s the only opponent we
are concerned about."
New Mexico is led by U.S. Women’s Open qualifier
and U.S. Women’s Amateur Golf Tournament quarter-finalist Theresa Schreck and McGuire Tournament second
place finisher Debbie Wright.
Jackie Steinmann, coach of defending WCAA champion UCLA, said her team always plays well at Stanford.
"I don’t have a specific reason as to why we play well
there," Steinmann said. "We are looking forward to doing
well there again. We won the conference championship
there last year."

By Luther Mitchell
More stiff competition awaits the SJSU women’s golf
team this weekend. Defending national champior. Texas
christian University, national runner-up Tulsa and
murth-ranked Southern Methodist University will once
again highlight 20 schools in the Stanford Invitational Golf
Tournament at the Stanford Golf Course in Palo Alto. The
tournament begins Friday at 8:30 a.m. and runs through
Sunday.
Other tournament participants include Stanford, AriAma, Arizona State, Hawaii, Indiana, Cal State Long
Beach, Minnesota, New Mexico, San Diego State. Sacramento State, Texas AdiM, Texas Tech, UCLA, Southern
California, United States International University, and
Weber State.
Host team Stanford will feature 1982 California Junior
champion Kathy McCarthy and 1983 USGA amateur
tatmi-finalist Kathy Costas, while Hawaii boasts the 1982
Hawaii Public Links Female Golfer of the year Joane

No.4 Pacific
overwhelms
Spartans
By John Ormsby
For one of the tew
times this season, the SJSU
women’s volleyball team is
riding a losing streak.
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Spartan Sandy Jones digs out a shot dui ing a
match earlier this year. SJSU, 18-7. dropped
its first Northern Pacific Conference of the
season Wednesday night at the hands of
fourth -ranked Pacific. Things won’t get any
easier next week when top-ranked and
undefeated Hawaii comes to town for
Wednesday’s match at 7:30 in Spartan Gym.
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David Morgan
in the same direction,"
Montgomery said of his
team. "We went through a
stretch like this last year,
but we pulled out of it by

beating some of the lesstalented teams."
There are no breaks in
this year’s schedule. If the
Spartans are planning to

get well soon, they’ll
to do it against the
Their next match is
top-ranked Hawaii
week.

have
best.
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next
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UCLA match crucial for soccer team
By John Ormsby
Southern California seems to agree
with the SJSU soccer team.
The Spartans are 4-0 in games played
down South, and they’ll need every edge
they can get when they take on the UCLA
Bruins this Sunday in Westwood.
The Bruins are enjoying a nearly perfect season. They bring a 15-1-3 record into
the match, and are ranked No.1 on the
West Coast and seventh in the nation.
Their only loss came to California in Berkeley on the Bears’ notorious Astro-turf.
"Things are going pretty well for us,"
fourth-year head coach Sigi Schmid. That
might be the understatement of the season. UCLA will provide the Spartans with.
their toughest test of the season.
Sophomore Dale Irvine leads a balanced and potent Bruin attack. The midfielder has collected 13 goals and nine assists to pace the team. Forward Roland
Schmid, the coach’s younger brother, has
10 goals and seven assists, and freshman
sensation Jeff Hooker has seven goals and
three assists in just 11 matches. The for-

ward spent the early part of the season
with the United States Olympic team for a
tour of Malaysia.
The defense is anchored by the sure
hands of goaltender Tim Harris. The senior has notched nine shutouts so far this
season and 28 in his UCLA career. His
goals-against average is an impressive .68
goals per game. Harris is also an Olympic
team member.
"We’re playing with a lot of confidence," Schmid said. "Things have fallen
into place and we’re playing very well. We
feel we can beat anyone right now."
The coach is making sure his team
won’t be overconfident when they face the
Spartans.
"My assistant scouted them earlier
this season, and he was very impressed,"
he said. "They fought us to a tie last year
and we know they’ll be ready to play."
Schmid also had kind words for SJSU
midfielder Tom Vischer.
"San Jose has a good season going and
I’m sure he’s making a big contribution.
I’ve heard nothing but good things about

KAITA

him
For the Spartans, trying to nail down
an at-large berth in the NCAA tournament, it is a must -win situation.
"We have to win our last three
matches," Menendez said Thursday.
"That would give us a good record and
wins over USF and UCLA. Then we’ll just
wait and see what happens."
Game time is 2 p.m. at UCLA’s
Spaulding Field.

and Chris Evert Lloyd and Jimmy Connors played Zina Garrison and Jimmy
Brown in later matches.
In another early match, Betsy Nagelsen and Butch Walls defeated Catherine
Tanvier and Harold Solomon 6-2, 7-5.
The team of Bonner-Krickstein played
on even terms in the first set until Basset t Van Patten broke Krickstein’s serve in the
the final game of the set.
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’ALL THE RIGHT MOVES’
MAKES ALL THE RIGHT MOVES.
Tom Cruise proves once again he is an actor to watch.
I really liked this one." Katie Kelly. ABC TV. New York
"One of the year’s
best!" Jef,., Lyons
Sneak Previews, PBS TV

"Movie of the Month." .

"Don’t miss ALL THE
RIGHT MOVES...
especially winning
work from Tom Cruise."
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Stephan Schaefer. US Magazine

Ed Miller. Seventeen Magazine
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Introducing

ULTRAGAMMON

Finally, after 6,000 years of 2
player Backgammon, 4 player
Backgammon is here! You can
play with 2, 3 or 4 players and up
to 9 different games. Order yours
toda !

GOOD
1000

SJSU Special
Giant Pitcher of Beer

Stretch flying dollar.
farther with our special
half -priced "Express
Standby Twee.’
Half -priced fares good
for any unsold seat,
good on any flight. And
good on flights to any
of the 20 cities we fly
to in the West.
For more money savings information,
call your Travel Agent,
Of call swat
0/001S38-11742
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Van Patten, Bassett win first round
of World Mixed Doubles Championship
HOUSTON (API -- Carling Bassett
and Vince Van Patten broke Aaron
Krickstein’s serve once in the first set and
his partner Lisa Bonner’s serve twice in
the second set to register a 6-4, 6-3 victory
Thursday in a first round match of the
$400,000 World Mixed Doubles Championships.
Top-seeded Wendy Turnbull and John
I.loyd met Beth Herr and Eliot Teltscher.

3

Collegiate Discount
Please send
Ultragammon games
at $29.95 plus $2 postage and handling. Amount enclosed
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Truman scholarship offered
By Mark Johnson
The November 18 application deadline for SJSU students who wish to be considered for the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship award is rapidly approaching according to
SJSU History Professor Peter Buzanski.
The scholarship program was established by the U.S
CongreFs in 1977 in memory of the late President Truman.
Buzanski has been appointed the officer in charge of
submitting the SJSU nominees’ scholarship applications
to the national scholarship committee.
SJSU will be allowed to nominate two students for the
nation-wide competition, and 105 students will be
awarded the scholarships.
The scholarship recipiants will be entitled to a maximum of $5,000 per year for four years of college which
may include as much as two years of graduate studies
Buzanski said.
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The scholarship applicants must meet the following
criteria.
They must be sophomores who will be in their
junior year of college by the 1984-85 academic year.
- They must be majoring in a subject that can be
applied in working for the local, state, or national government upon completion of college.
- They must be American citizens, with a GPA of 3.0
or above.
They must be majoring in a subject that is eligible
for a graduate studies program.
Two students from each state will be awarded the
scholarships. No one from SJSU has applied for the scholarship this year, according to Buzanski.
Students interested in applying for the scholarship
should contact Buzanski through the SJSU Political Science or History Departments, or at his office, BT 558.
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Students for Peace will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Women’s Center. For more information call
Dan Ballard at 294-9121.
The Student Historians (Phi Alpha Theta) will feature a speech on Soviet strategic doctrine by Dr. Michael
M. Boll at 7:30 tonight at the Cupertino Recreation Center. For more information call D. Smith at 356-5702.

Student Health Services will be holding sign-ups for
cardiopulmonary resuscitation classes from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. today in HB 121. For more information call Oscar
Battle at 277-3622 or 277-2222.
The Vietnamese Student Association is holding an art
exhibition all day today through Nov. 12 in the art building, east hallway. For more information call Long
Nguyen at 226-7482.
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THERE IS NO GOD .or is there? The
Overcomers believe there Is Come
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McGovern urges cutting defense budget
continued from page 1
dency. The British can function under Thatcher and the
Indians. of one of the biggest countries in the world, under
Mrs. Gandhi I don’t see why the United States can’t find
capable leadership under a woman," he said.
He believes Jesse Jackson’s candidacy for the Democratic nomination will hurt Walter Mondale’s campaign
more than his own, but added that Democrats will benefit
from the increase in registered voters Jackson may
bring.
McGovern said more social spending was needed to
solve some of .the country’s problems and he believes the
American public shares his view.

"My judgement . that people would rather have
money spent for education than on the MX," he said "I
think it would contribute a lot more to the quality and
security of the country
"Most people, when asked what they want most for
the children, would not say ’I hope they really get good
guns.’ What they would say is ’I hope my kids get high
quality education.’ "
He is opposed to tuition tax credits for families that
send their children to private schools because "the federal government should not be in the business of subsidizing private schools .
He said the Solomon Amendment, requiring draft -age

males to register with the Selective Services in order to
receive financial aid, was "all wet."
"The Congress ought not be in the business of legislating legal action against students or anybody else," McGovern said. "That’s a matter for the courts to decide, not
Congress.
McGovern said California had a reputation for excellent higher education facilities.
"California has been the envy of the rest of the country for higher education and I think some of the cut backs
in recent years have jeopardized that reputation. I think
part of it goes back to that Prop. 13 decision," McGovern

said.
He described President Reagan’s foreign policy as
-reckless "
"We put a billion dollars into El Salvador, backing
that government," McGovern said. "Some measure of
the quality of that government is they raped and killed
four American Catholic women who were working there
as social workers and then shot the archbishop in the back
while he was giving Mass at high noon," he said.
"I don’t think that government is worth one single
American Marine or one single shipment of arms, and I
would cut it off today."

Board approves funding for 12 campus groups

Stokely rips
capitalism
continued from page I
To bring about change, he said, one must
gather the socialistic forces and begin a relentless
struggle against the imperialist ice forces.
The main point of the matter, he said, is making sure socialism wins in each change that takes
place.
Before this takes place, Carmichael said one
must first understand dialectics (the art of reasoning correctly.) .
"American capitalism knows very well the
laws of dialectics," Carmichael said, "but they are
In ing to deny it and use it against us."
lie said that according to dialectics, everything
has two sides and one must be able to see both sides
"American imperialism gives us only a onesided view of reality all the time," Carmichael said.
He said for example, that American imperialism wants Africans in America to be alienated from
Africa by showing them only one side of Africa.
which is the dissimilar side.
This is ridiculous. Carmichael said, because
when looking at the dissimilarities and similarities
between people, the similarities always outweigh
the dissimilarities.
Speaking on behalf of the All -African People’s
Revolutionary Party, Carmichael said people must
recognize these similarities and unite together to
discuss their differences.
"In spite of the invasion, which is a matter of
courage in Grenada, those of us who are revolutionaries are not in any way discouraged," Carmichael
said. "As a matter of fact, we want Reagan to send
them not only to Grenada, but to Manila, Chile and
all over the world so it will be easier to destroy this
beast ( imperialism ) once and for all "

continued from page 1
The board required the paper to present a comprehensive plan to pay off the old debt at the next Special
Allocations meeting. It must also print "Funded by the
Associated Students" on every issue.
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronauts received $1,000 of the $4,928 it requested. The money
will go toward publicity for a project they are planning.
The group plans to put an experimental payload aboard
the space shuttle in June.
The board approved $935 in promotional funding for a
Democratic presidential candidate debate planned by
Tau Delta Phi. The group appeared before the board after
having its $3,725 request denied at Monday’s Special Allocations meeting. Tau Delta Phi also plans to have a forum
on education next semester.

Francisco Dominguez appeared tor MEChA to request funding for a newspaper called La Voz Estudiantil.
The group had originally received $500 from Special Allocations but went before the board Wednesday and received 8200 more.
The first issue of the paper. of which 1,000 copies were
printed, was offered to students free.
The remaining group who had funding approved by
the ’A.S. hoard was the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. It requested $380 for brochures and office
materials.
Groups funded directly by the Special Allocations
committee on Monday were: the Escencia Women’s
Radio Collective, $200 for expenses: the Afro-American
Student Union. $200 for brochures; the American Institute

of Chemical Engineers. $200. Eta Phi Beta Sorority, $200:
the Student Nutrition Club, $180 for publicity: and the
SJSU Collegiate Bicycle Club, $75 for publicity.
Five groups were not given funding by the board because they were already included in the budget or had
problems with the requests they submitted. They were:
the SJSU Swim and Waterpolo Club, the Progressive Student Alliance, the Pan African Student Union, the African
Awareness Planning Committee and the Flying Twentys.

The board approved a motion this fall to set aside
$50,000 from the A.S. general fund for Special Allocations.
The money was divided evenly among this year’s five
remaining meetings or $10,000 a meeting.
The $445 in unused funds from this meeting will be
divided evenly among the. three remaining meetings
se

Bulimarexia counselor
treats SJSU students
continued from page)
reducing the purge until it’s under control,
he said.
"Most women, in order to change,
have to work on some behavioral and personality changes."
Both group and individual counseling
is helpful, he said. Groups give a lot of
support to women who feel ostrasized,
while individual counseling helps them
deal with specific problems.
Because students are allowed to use
counseling services only five or six times a
semester. Schumacher said it is difficult
to treat them on a long-term basis. He
usually gives bulimarexics a questionaire
to help pinpoint personality problems.
He doesn’t agree with the psychoana-

tic method that emphasizes dealing only
with the root of the problem, he said.
"Dealing directly with the immediate
problem the person experiences both can
be effective in terms of that problem, and
it’s effective in helping the person build
self-esteem and feel better in general," he
said.
Bulimarexia is similar to anorexia, or
self-starvation, in that both are eating disorders caused by intense concern about
body weight.
But anorexics tend to be high school
age and live at home, where they often use
their condition as a weapon to control the
family. Schumacher said.
Bulimarexics tend to be college age
women who keep their condition secret.

Pt

A.S. funds shuttle project
continued from page)
Space Flight Center, and Pingrey expects communication costs to be about
$150 a month.
The publicity costs will go toward
the AIAA’s seminar at SJSU on March
17.1984, to discuss the payload.
Gil Moore. project manager of
shuttle booster programs, will talk
about past shuttle payload experiments
and their research applications in
space.
"We have to get more people involved and try and go out and get more
money from industry." Pingrey said
yesterday.
The AIAA is receiving aid from
Aero Auto Industries, which is helping
to pay for the fabrication of the pay-

fa
to

load.
The AIAA has not decided on a particular experiment for its "get away.
special," Pingrey said. A bulletin
board will be set up in the Engineering
Building near the computer lab to solicit ideas for an experiment from students.
The deadline for submitting ideas
is Nov. 25, Pingrey said, because he
wants the "get away special" committee to start fabricating the payload during the semester break.
The project must be sent to the
Kennedy Space Center in April to undergo six week’s of tests. Pingrey said,
adding that there currently are 20 SJSU
students and instructors involved in the
project.
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